IMPORTANT DATES

Study break session
MAY 12TH

Last day of class
MAY 13TH

Final exams
MAY 17-21ST

The Graduate School Commencement
MAY 21ST

Undergraduate Commencement
MAY 22ND

Campus Announcements

- R.E.A.C.H will host Sarah Deer, a guest speaker on May 4th. She will talk about her work, Safety and Sovereignty: The story of Violence Against Native Women and Two-Spirited people.
- UNCP and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) are looking for American Indian people over the age of 18 for a study to understand American Indians' perceptions and beliefs about COVID-19.
Follow the American Indian Heritage Center on social media!

"The abuse of women is well known in history, and tells you a lot about what is happening to our earth."

-LaDonna Brave Bull Allard
(STANDING ROCK SIOUX)
Up Coming AIHC Events

- **May 12th**, AIHC will host a study break for students come pick up snacks and study materials.
- **May 17th**, AIHC presents the annual American Indian Achievement Ceremony for our 2021 American Indian graduates. ONLY students who RSVP will be able to attend. The RSVP deadline has already passed for the ceremony.
- All American Indian spring 2021 graduates can pick up their stoles during the week of **May 10th**, if they are not attending the AI ceremony.
- AIHC will be moving to the old Business administration building late May (more details about our temporary space coming later!)

May 5th, is nationally known as Missing Murdered Indigenous day. We want to encourage all of our students and faculty to wear **RED** in remembrance of **MMIW**.

If you have any questions email us at **aihc@uncp.edu**